Join Us for the Inaugural ITS (Monash) Transport Research ‘Road’ Show!

ITS (Monash) is one of the biggest transport research groups in the world and undertakes hundreds of projects relevant to Victoria’s transport system every year. But learning about these projects is hard when many outputs are unpublished and those that are can take over a year to come to press. Who has time to read research papers anyway!

The ITS (Monash) Research ‘Road’ Show aims to break down the barriers between the ‘ivory towers’ of academia and the people developing and implementing transport and planning policy in Victoria. Through a series of short ‘speed presentations’ ITS (Monash) researchers will engage you with a summary of some 25 current studies on topics such as: station design innovations, new advances in public transport priority, road safety research, collaborative freight systems and planning for new urban development.

The event includes a 1 hour set of ‘speed presentations’ followed by a reception including poster papers where you will have the opportunity to discuss research with the Monash team over free drinks and nibbles.

Like transport, this ‘Road’ show is both multi-modal and inter-disciplinary.

**Schedule of Events**

Location: Department of Transport Theatrette,  
Lvl 5, 121 Exhibition Street  
Date: Friday, 24th August 2012  
Time: 3:30 to 5:30pm

**RSVP ONLY (by Aug 17th)**

Gavin Mak  
Ph: (03) 9027 5070  
E-mail: gavin.mak@ptv.vic.gov.au